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Car dealerships should be disengaged from their association with the performance of the Retail
Property Market and more readily appreciated for their Distribution characteristics.

Despite 2020 new car registration numbers being down by 29.4%,

Secondly, sitting behind the reduction in new car sales figures are

there is widespread optimism in the Car Dealership Market as it

a number of factors including the lockdown and the closure of

adjusts into the New Year and a third lockdown. Car Dealerships

factories and the subsequent reopening, under social-distancing

are uniquely characterised by their ability to combine ‘ecommerce’

with reduced capacity and, the EU Corporate Average Fuel

and ‘bricks and mortar’ and it remains important to disengage

Economy (CAFE) emissions regulations aimed at reducing

their association with the performance of the Retail Property

“greenhouse” gas emissions, which threaten significant fines to

Market and unlock value through their Distribution characteristics.

motor manufacturers for missing their EU CO2 emissions targets,

Aftersales continue to create revenue (totalling 40-50% of dealer’s

rather than any lack of demand.

profit on average) and car orders and sales continue to operate
through click and collect with a rising popularity in used cars
(totalling 30% of profit on average) as most dealer group balance
sheets remain resilient with similar reported profitability levels in
2020 as 2019.

It does not suit manufacturers to sell high emission level vehicles,
triggering potential enhanced fines, and instead, they are
weighting the balance in favour of lower emissions electric and
hybrid vehicles, but for which there is not so much readily
available stock. This is an important influence on stock and the
new car registration sales numbers as these emission targets will
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Against this background, most dealers are reporting similar
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profitability levels in 2020 as 2019 and have recovered everything
they lost during the first lockdown. Indeed, a number of dealers

Firstly, there is hugely positive news behind battery electric
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discretely are reporting profits significantly enhanced on 2019.
Government support through the furlough scheme and the
business rates holiday has clearly been extremely helpful for the
dealer network.

So, what is the outlook for 2021 and its
implications for car dealerships?
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2021 will look quite different to 2020 and the pandemic has seen

0

an acceleration of the structural changes driving the momentum
of the car industry otherwise known as CASE (Connectivity,
Autonomy, Shared/Subscription and Electric).
More customers are using the internet to inform themselves
about car deals and specifications and research shows that more
people are frequenting dealer and classified websites for new or
used cars. Used cars have particularly benefitted from this and
despite lockdowns 2020 used car sales eased only 14.9% to 6.75m

significantly outperforming new cars sales. Shortage of new car

in activity as people want exclusive use of a car, a safe personal

availability will have helped sustain this robust activity.

space.

Most dealers are incredibly positive about the future and have

2020 saw dealer balance sheets tested but proving resilient.

found ways to better control costs. Centralisation of operations

Listed dealers have significantly reduced debt over the past

such as parts distribution and new car storage and preparation

decade and several leading dealer groups have net cash positions

together with trimming staffing overheads have been pre-eminent

according to their latest reported figures. Dealers are securing full

in driving cost efficiencies for dealer groups.

margins on the products they are selling and are now better

Manufacturers remain supportive and still see dealers as their key
point of distribution of their goods and services and are evolving
business plans to ensure continuing target profitability levels are
sustained by dealers by the introduction of new bolt-on services
to compensate, say, for some element of direct sales over the
internet by manufacturers to customers and the gradual easing of
workshop business that the introduction of more simplified
electric vehicles heralds.

prepared with lower cost bases to handle further challenges.
Mergers and acquisitions activity is expected to continue with
large and small scale consolidation likely from the fittest in the
sector. We are also seeing new entrants in the market such as the
take-up by TESLA of full range car dealership properties and the
emergence of CAZOO and their customer centres across the UK.
Emerging dominant trends within car retailing include growth in
‘click & collect’ and the growing adoption of video to showcase
cars from showrooms to customers in their own homes.

There is evidence that women and younger people are the

2020 witnessed car dealership investment transactions totalling

growing buyer group for vehicles and dealers now have a

£220m, similar to 2019’s £224m. Tenants have represented 35%

substantially wider audience than pre-pandemic. These people

of buyers bettered by private investors at 39%. Institutional

are naturally active online. This feeds into the car sales figures

investors represented only 18% of the buying audience, and

and identifies that retail buyers have been more active than fleet

Council’s 8%.

buyers.
TABLE 2: BUYER TYPE
TABLE 1: CAR DEALERSHIP INVESTMENT SALES BY FRANCHISE
CATEGORY

Prestige Franchise
General Franchise
Used Car

2015

2020

27%

38%

Tenant

13%

35%

Fund

60%

19%

0%

8%

Private
57%
38%
5%

Council

In property investment circles the pandemic has made investors
more wary, however there is no shortage of cash buyers,

Amongst manufacturers, there have been some obvious winners,

particularly for investment lot sizes of sub-£5 million, and this

small but significant is MG, up 40.84% on the year, and Tesla now

extends to freehold vacant possession property sales which are

commanding more than 1% of the market (and ending the year

significantly preferred to leasehold acquisitions in the main. A

with the month’s top selling new car), with Porsche, Toyota, Volvo,

number of occupiers have become wary of Landlord & Tenant

Audi, Nissan, Land Rover, Kia, Skoda, and Volkswagen all

obligations and are showing a distinct preference for freehold

outperforming the market average.

properties.

Lockdown led to a high demand for used vehicles. Dealers who

Car dealership investment’s solid performance during the

were typically selling 2 or 3 used cars for every new vehicle saw

pandemic crisis has changed many investors’ perspective on this

the ratio increase to 7 or 8. Concerns with using public transport

sector. Whilst various commentators report general commercial

and demands for additional cars has contributed to this increase

property pricing declines of 7%-10% during 2020, and higher for

Retail assets, with only Industrial out-performing, our analysis

Alongside other property sectors’ performance car dealerships

suggests car dealership investment pricing has eased by a modest

look attractive with average investment yields for good quality

3.38% overall.

stock hovering around 6%. At headline pricing level the overall
average car dealership investment Yield over the last year has
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Average Unexpired Lease Term
Average Lot Size
Average Building Size SQ FT
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9.4
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£7,247,000
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With COVID-19 vaccines now in circulation, a zero tariffs zero
quotas Brexit concluded, and car manufacturers poised to release
a range of new (electric) products and initiatives, and despite the
third lockdown effectively frustrating the start of the year, 2021
offers a more certain market platform for car dealerships and the
expansion of the digital journey between dealer and customer.

TABLE 4: PROPERTY PERFORMANCE
Total Returns

Capital Value

All Property

-2.20%

Retail

-11.60%

Industrial

9.90%

Rental Value

All Property
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-17.80%
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Car Dealership
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-2.50%
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-3.38%

Source CBRE & APC
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